ABSTRACT A complete system of Cancer Information Extraction for a population based Cancer Registry is introduced. The analysis involves the classification and annotation of radiology imaging reports to identify the components needed to complete cancer staging and recurrence extraction. Besides traditional supervised learning methods such as Conditional Random Fields and Support Vector Machines, active learning approaches are investigated to bring further improvement to the information extraction system performance. A reportability classifier, separating cancer from non-cancer reports, has achieved a performance of 97.74% sensitivity and 96.00% specificity on the held-out test set. The accuracies of Report Purpose classifier and Tumour Stream classifier are approximately 80% on 10-fold cross-validation (CV) experiments. The overall F-score of the tagging system is over 93% on 5-fold CV with approximately 487000 instances from more than 3000 reports manually annotated.
Introduction
The importance of medical imaging has been defined by WHO as "Medical imaging comprises different imaging modalities and processes to image the human body for diagnostic and treatment purposes and therefore has an important role in the improvement of public health in all population groups". However, the reports related to radiology imaging are ordinarily stored in an unstructured free text format and this presents a challenge in information extraction which may fail to identify important findings and inferences. The growing use of medical imaging services has lead to a substantial storage of free text radiology reports. More recently, these reports have been stored in a structured form using XML with details of patient, radiologist, service, etc [1, 2] . However, the report body, which is the most valuable section, is still in unstructured format and any additional structured results are interpreted by radiologists [3] . Cancer registries need to manually process a large number of repairs to identify which ones are relevant for further investigation of cancer cases. This work is very time-consuming because only a small number of reports in an entire pool are related to cancer. Furthermore, not all cancer records are reportable, for example, a patient who has a history of cancer but the current report is not related to cancer. The frequency of reportable cancer over non-reportable and non-cancer cases in pubic hospitals in Australia is about 15%. On average, the experts have to read seven reports to identify only one case that is usable for a population based registry. This becomes a huge work when each registry can receive more than ten thousand records per year. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to develop and evaluate the use of a Natural Language Processing (NLP) solution to "text mine" results of imaging examinations (CT, MRI, PET) to identify reports of interest for the acquisition of information on clinical stage, metastatic disease at diagnosis and recurrence in the Victoria Cancer Registry, Australia. The project involves two pilot sites in Victoria including Lake Imaging (Ballarat) and Peter MaCallum Cancer Centre (Melbourne); and in collaboration with the NSW Central Registry one pilot site at Westmead Hospital (Sydney).
Previous Work
NLP is a research area that has the ability to generate computational models for processing human languages. The models can automatically learn from examples, create disambiguation rules and predict the unseen entities using contextual features. Many techniques of NLP are applied for Information Extraction in order to convert raw text into a structured format. With an appropriate annotated corpus and features sets, NLP techniques are easily able to adapt to new domains. In the clinical domain, NLP approaches have been successfully utilized to recognise the clinical findings and diseases from unstructured narrative reports [4, 5, 6] .
NLP systems have demonstrated high accuracy in information extraction and classification of radiology reports. Natural language processing was also used for automatic structuring of important medical information from free-text radiology [7, 8] . Thomas et al. used Boolean logic built from 512 consecutive ankle radiography reports to create a text search algorithm and then applied on a different set of 750 radiology reports with a sensitivity of 87.8% and specificity of 91.3% [9] . The LEXIMER automated engine classified 1059 unstructured reports of radiology examinations based on the presence of important findings and suggested for further actions with 94.9% and 97.7% sensitivity and specificity respectively [10] . In other research specialising on lung cancer report, McCowan et at. used support vector machines (SVMs) learning techniques to investigate the classification of cancer stage [11, 12] . This system achieved an accuracy of 74% for tumor (T) staging and 87% for node (N) staging on the complete 179-case trial data set. In recent work published by Cheng et al., they first accessed whether the text contains sufficient information for a classification process then the tumor status and progression were determined by utilizing SVM models that reached 80.6% sensitivity and 91.6% specificity [13] .
However, all of the reviewed systems only solved the partial problems in the real-world processing pipeline and require additional expert involvement in selecting relevant data or further processing. First, the classification systems were just completed as categorization results and recommended for later investigations. Second, extraction systems only worked with classified data such as lung cancer or tumor related reports. This means they assumed that some mandatory classification steps (e.g. reportability, report purpose and tumour stream classification) had been done manually by radiologists in advance. Furthermore, these systems are mostly based on textual data without a detailed and complete annotation of the report body. In this case, using a trainable entity tagging system can supply more efficient information to guarantee better performance on both classification and extraction processes. For example, a heading tagger can identify the structure and context of the report. This is especially useful when many important information about cancer status normally comes from clinical indication and conclusion sections. Finally, the sizes of the corpora used in previous research were relative small compared to the number of reports processed by the registry each year. As a consequence, these systems may experience signicant drops in the performance when they are applied to real-world data.
Aims and Contributions
The aim of this research is to develop a fully automated text extraction pipeline to classify imaging reports into reportable cancer/non-reportable cancer groups and then transmit the cancer reports to a tumour extraction engine that would deliver staging information at the time of diagnosis or recurrence. The data used in this research was contributed by cancer experts and the authors of the reports were all experienced radiologists. While the linguists analysing the texts where able to determine slightly different writing styles by different authors the computational results indicate that correctly identifying pertinent content was not obviously dependent on the author.
The system solution named TumourTExtract (TTE) contains the pipeline processes which require the implementation of several NLP tasks such as document classification and Named-Entity Recognition (NER). More specially, each report is passed to several classification processes to identify Reportability, Report Purpose and Tumour Stream. Reportability classification is a process of identifying imaging cancer reports that are eligible for transfer to the population-based cancer registry. After this process, Reportability status is results in one of three types: Non-cancer, Non-reportable cancer and Reportable cancer where only Reportable cancer records are transferred to the registry.
The report purpose identifies the intent of the diagnostic imaging report including: Initial diagnosis, Staging of disease extent and Possible relapse/recurrence. Multiple sections of a report may contain information about report purpose such as clinical indication, previous scans and patient history; and information found within the report conclusion. The report purpose must be recorded to match first Tumour Stream, for example, Lung cancer usually comes with diagnosis and staging of disease extent. The primary tumours are grouped by their anatomical location consistent with the AJCC (American Joint Committee on Cancer) tumour classes. Valid values of tumour stream include: breast, central nervous system, digestive system (coloretal), digestive system (pancreas), digestive system (other), genitourinary, gynaecologic (cervix), gynaecologic (other), head and neck, lung, lymphoid, musculoskeletal, skin, other (specified), unknown/not specified. Pancreatic and cervical cancer are separated out in the classifier for special purpose studies not discussed here.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the classification system has to be defined separately for each task. For example, the separation of the cancer and non-cancer has been deliberately biased to ensure virtually all cancer reports are recognised. This has the consequence of producing as high an accuracy for sensitivity as possible while maintaining reasonable specificity for the Reportability classifier.
The reports are then be tagged to identify structure and cancer related information based on a predefined annotation schema. The tag set in this schema should contain enough details to complete a staging report. Based on these classification and annotation results, the extraction engine calculates values for TNM (tumour-node-metastases) that are the final components of the cancer stage and recurrence determinations. These values are crucial for determining disease progression. The importance of correct cancer staging is the main motivation for definition of international standard protocols, including the TNM standard of the AJCC and UICC (International Union Against Cancer) [12] .
The application of active learning approaches during classification and annotation processes contribute significantly to reducing the cost of human involvement in creating training data for supervised machine learners. Using active learning computational models can minimise not only the required training data but also the inconsistencies that arise from human annotations.
2 System Architecture 2.1 Data capture process Figure 1 shows the data capture process between the Imaging Service and cancer registry. TumourTExtract is the processing system connecting these two points; all the NLP solutions happen within it. A document classifier is placed at the Imaging Service to filter the cancer reports to transfer to the cancer registry while the information extraction engine processes the incoming data with the results stored in the database in the registry. 
Proof Reading Process
Misspellings, abbreviations and acronyms are very frequent in clinical notes and can be an obstacle to high quality information extraction and classification. Proofreading is a process whereby a clinical text is validated by the dictionaries and gazetteers to identify unknown tokens/words and their valid forms. The text is then corrected to make it readily processable by automatic means. There are two principal tasks to be achieved, these are normalization and standardization. The normalization process changes the texts in a way so that a human reader would consider it as normal, such as correcting spelling, expanding abbreviations and acronyms. The standardization process converts the text into certain formats that an expert community has defined as standard; a good example is converting scores and measures into a standard layout. Table 1 illustrates some patterns of scores and measures. The standardization approach used in this system is the combination of regular expression and trainable finite state automata. Research shows that the automatic coding content of the texts increased significantly after the proofreading process [14] . 
Active Learning and Iterative Model Development
In the annotation process, free-text reports are annotated for examples of the information to be extracted and then algorithms are developed that use the examples to compute a more general model of the desired content. The model is evaluated and the algorithm revised in a feedback process to produce a more accurate result. This is continued over a series of experiments until an optimal model is identified. Figure 2 . Iterative models development.
During the manual annotation process inconsistencies that may arise due to several reasons. Firstly, the level of training and expertise of individual annotators are not equivalent and they may generate differences in semantic analysis of the same report. Secondly, even if tagging is created by experts, they may not always be reliable because some instances are implicitly difficult for annotators and they become distracted or fatigued over time, introducing variability in the quality of their annotations ( [15] ). However, the system performance of supervised learning approaches is very sensitive to the quality of training data and to the degree of skill of the annotators.
In the iterative model development cycle, the experts and linguists are supported by the computational models in the Visual Annotator during manual annotation and classification processes. They no longer need to annotate each report de novo but use knowledge from previously annotated instances and knowledge from all annotators. This not only reduces the work-load and annotation time per report but also reduces the error rate and inconsistencies of human annotation.
Active learning for document classification is based on uncertainty methods [16] . The computational models classify the new incoming documents first and generate a list of classified reports with certainty values. The report with the lowest certainty should be manually reviewed first and then added to the current training data.
To generate the priority list of reports for annotators, the combination of model coverage and similarity is used. The most informative document not only has the most uncertainty but is also most representative for the entire unseen pool [17] . Ideally, the reports that should be annotated first are the ones with:
1. Lowest coverage rate of model annotation.
2. Lowest similarity to training data.
3. Highest similarity to unseen data.
Model coverage rate is the percentage of annotated content within the report generated by the computational model. The document similarity criteria is computed using a TF-IDF measure. Lowest coverage and similarity to training data means that the current model knows less about the report and it needs to gain knowledge of this report first. The criteria of highest similarity to unseen data guarantees the selected document is the representative for the whole unannotated data. This helps to avoid the sampling biased that occurs in some active learning algorithm selection and is less prone to select the outliers from unseen data [15] .
TumourTExtract Pipeline
This technology is designed in four stages to meet legislative and workflow requirements in automating the extraction process within the Registry. Phase one is a document classifier located at the collection site which filters for cancer reports to be forwarded automatically to the Registry. Phase two classifies the cancer reports for report purpose as only Diagnosis & Staging, and Recurrence reports are relevant for the current objectives. Phase three classifies the reports for tumour stream to identify the targets for the test study of lung, breast, pancreatic, cervical and colorectal. The fourth phase extracts the pertinent material from the report and infers tumour stage.
The information required by the registry falls into two categories, namely content that is directly extractable as the words in the text. This is typically size, laterality, site, and radiologist assigned scores for T, N, M, and Staging. The second category is knowledge that must be inferred from the content within the report. This includes content such as Topography Staging, T,N,M scores, Metastases, and Recurrence. Within this mix of content there is also the need to properly recognise negated expressions, diagnosis as distinct to just references to disease, multiple primary sites, local and distant metastases, and primary lesions as distinct to recurrence.
Subsequently document classifiers were built for the first three phases of the processing which reduced the relevant tumour records to about 12% of the total collection. These were used to train classifiers to recognise entities and relationships. In parallel the linguistic team studied the texts for structure that could be exploited to recognise the inference content. Descriptions of these structures were used in a rule based approach for completing the inferences.
Feature generation
With the support of iterative model development and active learning process in generating a top quality gold-standard, our system can achieve high performance with very simple feature sets. It usually takes less iterations to have the model converge during the training process with consistent training data and simple feature sets. An initial list of features is pre-defined and incremental features selection method is applied. One feature set is added on each iteration and the model performance is evaluated. The feature is retained in the feature set if it produces improved performance.
Text Classification
The process of creating the classifiers and extraction engine has relied on using a manually trained corpus drawn from each site. Initially a sample of 28,000 reports was drawn from Lake Imaging and assigned to cancer or non-cancer classes by the VCR.
The base classifier used in our text classification systems is liblinear which is a linear kernel implementation of support vector machines (SVMs) ( [18] ). The best performance was obtained from three feature sets:
• Bag of words binary term weight: for linear and largescale classification problems like in radiology reports. The binary term weight with a small cost parameter C can have similar accuracy to the best performance of frequency term weight with normalised vectors. The feature value of the binary term weight is 0 or 1 corresponding to the existence of that feature in the text.
• Bag of Tags: a binary term weight is assigned to tokens tagged by the computational tagger. The feature value is 1 if a tag is assigned by the tagger.
• Gazetteers feature: check wether a term belongs to a specialised cancer term created by linguists.
• Context feature: add features to indicate whether a word belongs to specific contexts (clinical indication, conclusion, etc). The heading tags from annotation results are identifiers for the start and end of each sections where the start of next section is the end of previous section.
• Negation and modality feature: the occurrence of Negation and Modality tags can identify whether a word is modalized or negated.
Named Entity Recognition
Subsequently the cancer reports were annotated manually for their required extractable and derivable content. The reports were also annotated in detail for content and linguistic entities suitable for the NLP task.
Instead of using a general medical terminology such as UMLS or SNOMED-CT (or their subsets) to identify clinical entities in the text, we have designed our own tag set which is much more relevant to the cancer information extraction task. Our designed tag sets are well-controlled and don't contain redundant information which can add noise to mislead the classification and extraction processes. The tags can be divided into 5 subsets. A brief description of each group is given along with the tagging performance in the Results and Discussions section.
• Descriptor subset includes Morphology, Topography, Cytomorphology and Modality Type tags.
• Entity subset includes cancer related entities.
• Linguistic subset includes Lexical Polarity, Normality and Modifiers tags.
• Radiologist coding subset includes Cancer stage, TNM values which are recorded directly in the text.
• Structure subset includes headings tags.
A detailed and well-designed tagging system can contribute significantly to the classification and extraction results. For example, the sentence "There is no convincing metastatic bone lesion." in the conclusion will be tagged as: There is no The occurrence of popular cancer terms in one sentence within the Conclusion section is not enough to conclude the cancer is reportable. The complete investigation has to consider whether the cancer term is negated or modalised based on the linguistic tags (LPN and Modality) in the classification process.
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) has demonstrated high accuracy in Named-Entity Recognition (NER) task in recent years [19] . The CRF++ tool is used in our NER experiments. The best performance was obtained from five feature sets:
• Bag of words in lower case with five words context window.
• Proof reading features: corrections and expansions, when used as features, will support the model in learning correct forms of misspelt words ('medicla' and 'medcial' refer to the same word 'medical') and variations of abbreviations ('amnt' and 'amt' are both 'amount'), and multiple acronyms of the same term ('ABG', 'ABGs' are both 'arterial blood gases').
• Ring fencing: the basic patterns (date, time, number, etc) and standard patterns (blood pressure, heart rate, cancer stage, etc) are used as features to indicate whether a token belongs to any kind of scores or measures.
Results and Discussions

Tagging results
The performance of the tagging system is presented first because tagging models are used to generate features in the classification processes and can improve the accuracy of the classification task significantly. More than 3000 cancer reports were annotated with approximately 480000 tag instances. On average, about 160 tag instances are identified per report. The overall F-score is 97.5% for self-test, that means using all training data to train the model and test on the same data. As theoretically all data items used for training should be correctly identifiable by the model, any errors represent either inconsistencies in annotations or weaknesses in the computational linguistic processing. The former faults identify errors in the training data that should be corrected, and the latter gives indications of where to concentrate efforts to improve the preprocessing and feature selection systems. The popular approach to evaluate the performance of the model is cross-validation (CV). The overall F-score for 5-fold CV of the NER is approximately 93%. This means the training data is randomly divided into 5 folds and each fold will be retained as validation data and the remaining 4 folds are used as training data. The F-score is then computed on the average performance of 5 testing folds. Presented below are the 5-fold CV performance results of tagging models based on five fundamental groups. Table 2 . Morphology, topography and cytomorphology tagging performance. Table 2 shows the 5-fold performance of Descriptor subset. Morphology describes the object of interest's shape, structure and behaviour; topography locates the object of interest spatially and Cytomorphology identifies cell level morphology. Most of classes in this subset obtain very high accuracy, especially for Laterality and Size. The ability to capture these two tags are very important to the identification of cancer stage. Entities refer to objects of interest within a report. They are usually the subject of the report which is cancer in this case. The highest accuracy tag is Recurrence which is greater than 97% (table 3) , this means most recurrences in the report can be identified to support the final conclusion of recurrence stage. The Negative (LPN) and Lexical Polarity Positive (LPP) to define existence or non existence of phrases at a lexical level; Normality Negative (NN) and Normality Positive (NP) defines normality or abnormality and uses Modality, Mood and Comment Adjuncts (MCA), Numerative and Temporality as modifiers (table 5) . Linguistic tags are not directly related to cancer content but they are crucial for the confirmation of the extracted content. Like linguistic tags, the structure tags are not directly related to the cancer content but support the usage of context as features in the classification and inference processes. The model is quite reliable in tagging the headings with more than 99% of F-score for the main heading tags as seen in table 6. These headings are also used to structure the report body when populating the output in an xml format. Table 6 . Report heading structure tagging performance.
Classification results
Beginning with the basic Bag of Words features with binary weight and linear kernel SVMs, the classifier achieved an overall F-score of 95.81% with sensitivity of 94.37% and specificity of 96.14%. Different from general classification task which is usually evaluated by F-score, the Reportability classifier requires special focus on sensitivity while maintains a reasonable specificity. This means the system should capture as many reportable instances as possible and should not misclassify too many negative reports as positive. In training experiments, the distribution of reportable reports over 14000 imaging reports is approximately 18.5%, this is also a real-world distribution supplied by the partner cancer registry. Because of the imbalanced distribution of training data, an additional series of experiments were executed to select the proper weight for nonreportable instances. The results from experiments show that the problem of imbalanced data can be improved with suitable weight assigned to dominant but less important classes (negative class). Consequently, the main purpose of the reportability experiments is to gain as high a sensitivity as possible while maintaining specificity of at least 97%. Based on this criteria, the best weight for non-reportable class with BOW and BOT as feature is 0.2 (figure 3). Table 7 shows the performance of he reportability classifier using the liblinear classifier with important Table 8 . Report Purpose 10-fold CV performance.
With the same text input but different classification aim, it is not surprising that the best performance of 10-fold CV for the report purpose and tumour stream classifiers were obtained using the same optimal feature sets for reportability, that is BOW + BOT. The overall F-score of Report Purpose is approximately 80% (8 Table 9 . Tumour Stream 10-fold CV performance.
The last experiment with the document classification for separating the tumour stream shows similar overall performance to report purpose classifier with slightly more than 80% of F-score (9) . These are multi-class classification problems in which reports are more confused between classes than the binary classifier such as the reportability classifier.
Inference content
The classification and tagging results are essential for completing derived content and populating structured reports. With this information, the derivation task is now more precise and simpler. For example, the lung cancer recurrence inferred content can be limited to Reportable records with the purpose of "Follow up for possible relapse recurrence" and Lung tumour stream. After these three classification phrases, the percentage of relevant reports for extracting lung recurrence is less than 5% of the whole corpus. This result can significantly reduce the work load of investigating the lung recurrence cases in the large pool of imaging reports (with over 20,000 report each year per registry).
By using the detailed content identification of these classification and tagging results, a simple tags rulebased systems can be used to infer TNM values, recurrences and cancer stages. In the example above, the M0 value is simply calculated by the sequence of tags [LPN] [Modality][Metastases] within the sentence boundary. Our initial rule-based system can achieve approximately 80% of accuracy on TNM and recurrence values. These rules were constructed by our linguists and could be developed to adapt to a statistical approach for better performance at a later stage of the work.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has presented an information extraction system to support the population based cancer registries in their need to track the progressive development of disease. The active learning and iterative model development guarantees the high quality of training data and model performance with minimum human involvement. Furthermore, the first important practical application of the TumourTExtract pipeline shows that it can dramatically reduce the human effort in identifying the relevant reports within a large pool of radiology reports. Secondly, document annotation supplied by the computational models prepares necessary content to infer TNM and recurrence values. Finally, the pipeline populates the structured report and extraction results in xml format as required by the cancer registry.
Our initial implementation of rule-bases system for inference values indicates a promising result. We are developing the statistical approach that we believe would bring better performance based on the same classified and annotated documents. The proposed method is to transfer the tag sequences in the rule-based system to trainable probabilistic finite state automata (TPFSA) which can automatically learn and build models to recognise cancer staging pattern of the tags within the sentence [20] .
